
■ Take better, lower cost inventory audits.  ■ Stop theft by knowing more about it.
■ Increase the profitability of the company.

If you’re taking inventory with
standard calculators and pencil &
paper spreadsheets, then you owe it
to yourself to try ICAL 100R.

ICAL decreases errors, time,
personnel required, and operating
costs in counting and managing
inventories.

Here’s an example of ICAL
100R’s contribution in a large and
growing market.
A BETTER WAY TO STOP THEFT

Today, top Convenience Store
Chains and Inventory Service
Companies are getting further down
the road to stopping theft than ever
before. That’s because they’ve found
a way to look far deeper for it.

Looking deeper didn’t mean they
had to change the way they took
inventory. They simply did more of
what they were already doing.
Divided the store into far more
categories, often 75-100 separate
departments. Counted by more

individual rows, more brands; by
coolers, gondolas, and displays.
That made all the difference.
Counting more departments gave
them the knowledge they’d been
missing of what was stolen, and
where theft occurred. Let them do
more about it - ALL OF IT, whether
it involved employees, shoplifters,
or vendors.
DOING MORE TO STOP THEFT
DOESN’T HAVE TO COST MORE.
ICAL 100R HELPS YOU LOWER THE
AMOUNT YOU NOW SPEND PER
INVENTORY AUDIT.

It’s possible to count 75-100 separate
departments with a single-total
calculator, but you’d take far too
long and spend more time than you
need to. ICAL lets you take an
accurate 128-department inventory
in one smooth trip through the
store…most likely in less time than
you now require.

You get the information you need
without driving costs out of sight.

IT’S THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE.

ICAL 100R is based on feedback
from inventory professionals at all
levels of responsibility. Today, it’s
relied on by 9 out of 10 Inventory
service Companies and
Convenience Store firms from the
largest chains to the best single store
outfits.

Over 50,000 ICAL’s are now in
service, most on a day in day out
basis.

IT DOESN’T STOP MANAGERS
FROM MANAGING.

Before ICAL, field inventory audit
managers and security departments
had to work around their
calculators’ limitations, either
spending too much to get the job
done, or trading off critical
information in order to keep field
audit time within reason.
Calculators not designed for the job
just can’t match ICAL.

Takes the accumulated monetary
value of inventories.
Takes basic item inventories.

ICAL 100R
THE ADVANTAGE
YOU’VE BEEN MISSING

COST OF TAKING
INVENTORY

THEFT

PROFITABILITY
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ICAL LETS YOU TAKE INVENTORY IN
ONE SMOOTH TRIP THROUGH THE
STORE, WITH NO LENGTHY DEPART-
MENTAL TOTALLING REQUIRED.

ICAL lets you divide the store into as
many as 128 separate departmental
totals, while standard calculators let
you count one total at a time. ICAL
lets you enter dollars into the correct
department as you encounter each
item with each total instantly
available…as you count the last item
or at any point along the way.

ICAL LOWERS INVEN-
TORY TIME WHILE IT
GIVES YOU MORE
INFORMTION THAN
YOU PRESENTLY GET.

After familiarization,
actual counting time can

come down to:
1 Hour, for a 1000 Square

Foot Convenience Store
2.5 Hours for a 2250 square

Foot Convenience Store
4 Hours for a 3500 square

Foot Convenience Store
These times are reported by those
actually using ICAL.

JUST ONE PERSON REQUIRED, NO
NEED FOR TWO-PERSON TEAMS

No two-person teams of callers and
counters required. ICAL lets you
count and enter at the same time.
Touch keying lets you keep your eyes
on the stock while counting.

YOU GET ACCURACY
AS WELL AS SPEED.
ICAL’S MISTAKE
ALARM HELPS END
ENTRY ERRORS.

AUDIBLE ALARMS

ICAL beeps to indicate you’ve made a
mistake. Hit two keys together, or hit
the keys out of sequence, and ICAL
beeps. ICAL also beeps to indicate an
entry over $100. An auditor learns to

listen for the beep as an accuracy check
while he or she focuses attention on the
stock.

VISUAL ALARMS
An “ERROR” reading on your digital
display indicates an error condition
exists.

YOU GET A KEYBOARD
DESIGNED FOR
HIGHER SPEED AND
FEWER MISTAKES.

- Big Keys equal
High Speed

Keying: up to 6000 Keystrokes per
hour:

– A key arrangement 
designed to stop most re-
peated mistakes. A minus key
that’s out of the way. “Equals”
and the multiplication “x” key
at different sides of the board.
The most used key “0” is full
width to allow easy access.

ICAL IS EASY TO USE.

No special training is required. Just
start using it. That’s important where
high employee turnover is a fact of
life. If you can operate a standard
calculator, you can operate ICAL.

SELF TESTS FOR ACCURATE
INVENTORIES.

ICAL’s self-test capability makes sure
your inventory gets off to the right
start.

THE RUGGEDEST CALCULATOR ON
THE MARKET.

ICAL’s keyboard and ABS Plastic case
are built to take it, day after day.

LONG BATTERY LIFE,
MINIMAL BATTERY
COST

Up to 400 hours on
two commonly
available alkaline 9V

batteries. A “low battery” message
(LO BAT) appears in the display when
4-6 hours of battery life remain. Won’t
lose memory as long as one battery is
connected.

HIGHLY MOBILE, GOES WHERE YOU
NEED TO GO.

At thirty ounces, ICAL goes to the
top shelves, into the cooler, over
boxes in the back room and outside
too. Cuts fatigue caused by heavier
units…especially office calculators
mounted on wheeled carts.

LETS YOU KEEP ONE HAND FREE
WHILE COUNTING TO INCREASE
SPEED.

ICAL’s optional waistmount helps
auditors key and move stock at the
same time.

A CALCULATOR THAT
STANDS UP TO
TEMPERATURE
EXTREMES.

Operates in cold and
hot temperatures.

ICAL’s LCD digital
readout operates down to -4 degrees
C with no degradation in perfor-
mance. Goes from an overnight stay
in the car to instant use.

A CALCULATOR THAT DOESN’T
FORGET.

Dropping ICAL won’t cause memory
loss. And, you won’t accidentally
turn it off either…requires a deliber-
ate keying sequence to switch off.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Display 8 Digit LCD

Dimensions 2 5/8”H x 4 3/4”W x 12”L

Weight Under 30 ounces

Options Waistmount.
Let’s one hand key,
leaving the other free
to move stock.

HAVEN’T YOU MANAGED WITHOUT
ICAL LONG ENOUGH?


